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Code Group Literature
Metric 
used

Storm 
intensity 
measures

Data 
transformation, 

filtering/
smoothing

Storm 
identification 

criteria
Storm tracking 

procedure

Elimination 
criteria used 
(cyclones are 

excluded if . . .)
Other 

remarks

2 Pinto/Ulbrich/
Leckebusch

Murray and 
Simmonds 
(1991); Pinto 
et al. (2005)

SLP, vorticity Core P, P 
gradients, local 
Laplacian of P, 
radius, depth

Stereographic 
projection from 
original dataset; 
no filtering of 
input data

Min SLP, Laplacian 
of SLP (related to 
relative vorticity); 
determines SLP min 
(closed lows) as well 
as inflection points 
(open systems)

An estimate is made of 
the new position (i.e., 
at t + 1) of each cyclone 
(based on change over 
the last 6 h). For all 
cyclones identified at t + 
1 the scheme determines 
the probability of each of 
these being the continu-
ation of the cyclone of 
interest (at t). Search 
radius is 12. 5° lat.

Laplacian 
of pressure 
<0.1 hPa (°lat)–2; 
terrain height 
>1500 m.

Open systems 
identified. Tracks 
comprised 
entirely of open 
systems are 
removed.

3 Benestad/
Kindem

Benestad 
and Chen 
(2006)

SLP Core P, P 
gradients

Spherical coordi-
nates; truncated 
Fourier series 
are used to ap-
proximate the SLP 
fields

Min SLP, max SLP 
gradient (~max 
wind speed), 
cyclone radius

A SLP min at t = 1 
belongs to a min at the 
previous time step if the 
distance between the 
min at t = k and t = k + 1 
is not larger than 6° lon 
and 3° lat.

Cyclone number 
per time step and 
hemisphere ≤ 25

6 Hewson Hewson 
and Titley 
(2010)

Z1000, 
vorticity, 
thermal and 
wind fields 
at 1-km 
altitude

SLP at feature 
point; vorticity 
at feature point 
at 1-km altitude; 
max wind at 1-km 
altitude within 
~300-km radius 
of feature point

Rotated grid; 
simple 1–2–1 
filter on raw input 
fields

Hybrid method, 
three feature types: 
barotropic lows (A), 
frontal waves (B), 
diminutive waves 
(C). For A uses 
SLP equivalent and 
Laplacian mask. 
For B and C use 
objective fronts and 
front-relative vortic-
ity partition, all on 
a surface at 1-km 
altitude. Feature 
identification is 
calculus based, 
using contour 
intersections.

Half-time tracking used 
to match features at 
consecutive times. Based 
on minimization of 
separation in weighted 
three-parameter space: 
parameters are 1) 
distance (at “half-time”: 
forward movement 
based on previous 
movement and steering 
wind, backward move-
ment based on steering 
wind), 2) feature type 
transition factor, and 3) 
1000–500-mb thickness 
change.

All features that 
pass the iden-
tification stage 
are retained. 
Identification 
incorporates vari-
ous thresholds.

System might 
not be “closed.” 
Parameter 
thresholds varied 
according to 
input data resolu-
tion.; 12-h time 
step (instead of 
6 h as in all other 
methods).

SUPPLEMENT A: GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENT METHODS PARTICIPATING IN THE INTERCOMPARISON.
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Code Group Literature
Metric 
used

Storm 
intensity 
measures

Data 
transformation, 

filtering/
smoothing

Storm 
identification 

criteria
Storm tracking 

procedure

Elimination 
criteria used 
(cyclones are 

excluded if . . .)
Other 

remarks

8 Liberato/Trigo Trigo (2006) Z1000 P gradient None Search for Z1000 
min over 3 × 3 grid 
points and grad 
Z1000 over 1000 
× 1000 km2 at ~1° 
resolution 

Nearest-neighbor meth-
od with max distances 
between two steps (6 h): 
300 km westward; 720 
km eastward; 540 km 
north-/southward.

Min SLP over 
lifetime >1010 hPa

Z1000 min 
<1010 hPa

9 Wang/Feng Serreze 
(1995); 
Wang et al. 
(2006)

SLP, vorticity 1) Largest local 
Laplacian of P, 2) 
min P

Convert the 1.5 
× 1.5 lat–lon grid 
data to a 50-km 
× 50-km Equal 
Area Special 
Sensor Microwave 
Imager Earth Grid 
(EASE grid) using 
Cressman weights 
(search radius: 
180 km; min 
required no. of 
points used in the 
interpolation: 2)

Min SLP with P 
gradient ≥ 0.1 hPa 
for 50-km resolu-
tion (P gradient 
≥ 0.6 hPa for M09a, 
150-km resolution); 
storm center at the 
point of max local 
Laplacian of P

“Nearest neighbor” 
analysis of the positions 
of cyclones between two 
consecutive time steps; 
max travel distance 
between two steps 
(6 hourly) ≤ 800 km, 
west-/south-/northward 
migration between time 
steps ≤ 600 km.

1) Difference 
of min SLP and 
surrounding 
gridpoint values 
<0.1 hPa for 
data of 50-km 
resolution 
(0.6 hPa for 
150-km resolution)

1) Allowable 
absolute pressure 
tendency 
between time 
steps = 20 hPa; 
2) system might 
not be closed.

10 Keay/
Simmonds

Murray and 
Simmonds 
(1991); 
Simmonds 
et al. (2008)

SLP Core P, P 
gradients, local 
Laplacian of P, 
radius, depth

Stereographic 
projection; weak 
filter applied to 
input field

Min SLP, Laplacian 
of SLP (~relative 
vorticity); 
determines SLP min 
(closed lows) as well 
as inflection points 
(open systems)

An estimate is made of 
the new position (i.e., 
at t + 1) of each cyclone 
(based on change over 
the last 6 h). For all 
cyclones identified at t + 
1 the scheme determines 
the probability of each of 
these being the continu-
ation of the cyclone of 
interest (at t). Search 
radius is 10° lat.

Laplacian of 
pressure <0.2 hPa 
(°lat)–2, terrain 
height >1000 m

Open systems 
identified. Tracks 
comprised 
entirely of open 
systems are 
removed. 

12 Gulev/Rudeva/
Tilinina

Rudeva 
and Gulev 
(2007)

SLP, or 
vorticity

Min SLP, radial 
gradient

Data interpola-
tion on central 
181 × 181 grid; 
filtering applied 
for vorticity, but 
not on initial stage 
for SLP

Min SLP, max 
vorticity

SLP, vorticity; nearest-
neighbor method, three-
pass check of backward 
and forward speed

Min SLP > 1015
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Code Group Literature
Metric 
used

Storm 
intensity 
measures

Data 
transformation, 

filtering/
smoothing

Storm 
identification 

criteria
Storm tracking 

procedure

Elimination 
criteria used 
(cyclones are 

excluded if . . .)
Other 

remarks

13 Hanley/
Caballero

Hanley and 
Cabellero 
(2012)

SLP Bergeron and 
destructiveness

None Gridpoint value 
in question is an 
SLP min if its SLP 
value is less than the 
surrounding eight 
grid points.

SLP min at each time 
step are associated 
with a particular track 
using linear projection. 
The position of a given 
cyclone center at time 
t – 2 and t – 1 are used 
to linearly project to 
time step t. If an SLP 
min is within a certain 
neighborhood of this 
projection, it is consid-
ered a continuation of 
the track.

Terrain height 
>1500 m

14 Kew Kew et al. 
(2010)

Z850 Amplitude–core 
geopotential 
minus local 
background

None Structure defined 
by a bounding geo-
potential contour 
which encloses a 
(mesoscale) target 
area (2 × 105 km2). 

Points in an identified 
structure are advected 
to the next time 
step and their locus 
(convex hull) found. If 
an advected structure 
overlaps more than 10% 
of an identified structure 
at the next time step, 
the track is continued.

Amplitude to be 
exceeded at least 
once in lifetime: 
abs (min Z – back-
ground Z) ≥ 10 m; 
mobility ≥ 0.5

Intensity criteria 
are introduced 
posttracking.

15 Blender/Raible Blender 
et al. (1997); 
Raible et al. 
(2008)

SLP or 
Z1000; or 
vorticity

Geostropical 
adjusted gradient 
of SLP or Z1000

None Min SLP or 1000-hPa 
geopotential height, 
max vorticity; rela-
tive min search using 
neighboring grid 
points

Nearest-neighborhood 
method with a max 
distance of 1000 km.

Mean gradi-
ent in an area 
with radius of 
1000 km < 20 gpm 
(1000 km)-1; 
mean gradient 
once during 
the full life 
cycle <100 gpm 
(1000 km)-1, 
terrain height 
>1000 m 
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Code Group Literature
Metric 
used

Storm 
intensity 
measures

Data 
transformation, 

filtering/
smoothing

Storm 
identification 

criteria
Storm tracking 

procedure

Elimination 
criteria used 
(cyclones are 

excluded if . . .)
Other 

remarks

16 Lionello/
Reale/
Cocozza

Lionello 
et al. (2002)

SLP Core P, P 
gradients, local 
Laplacian of P 

None Each grid point is 
connected to the 
lowest of the eight 
nearest-neighbor 
grid points. This 
step is repeated 
until a pressure min, 
which is a point 
where the SLP value 
is lower than the 
SLP at the eight 
nearest grid points, 
is reached. All the 
points crossed by 
a path leading to 
the same min are 
assigned to the 
same depression.

A low P center X at i + 
1 is assumed to be the 
continuation of a cyclone 
Y if the center of Y is 
inside a box around X 
of meridional width 1.4R 
(where R is the average 
distance of the grid 
points of the depression 
from its center) and 
of zonal width 0.3R at 
the western side and 
0.8R at the eastern 
side, extended in the 
direction of the former 
motion of the center in 
the previous 6 h.

Distance of min 
SLP location from 
the boundary 
of a deeper 
depression <4 
grid points 

 

18 Sinclair Sinclair 
(1994)

VORT 850 
as read from 
ERA-Interim

Center vortic-
ity, center SLP, 
circulation, 
cyclone radius, 
max surface wind 
speed, whether 
cyclone is open or 
closed

Polar stereo-
graphic projection 
of resolution 
smaller than that 
of the parent 
data; Cressman 
smoother prior 
to interpolation 
to polar stereo-
graphic com-
putational grid 
to remove any 
latitudinal resolu-
tion bias inherent 
on the lat–lon 
ERA grid

Search for cyclonic 
vorticity extrema 
then refine location 
of extrema by 
means of bicubic 
spline interpolation.

For each center, 
predictions of location, 
pressure, and vorticity at 
the next track position 
are made from past 
motion, pressure, and 
vorticity trends (clima-
tology for first track 
point). The ensemble 
of successful matches 
chosen is that which 
minimizes a cost function 
that is a weighted sum of 
departures of position, 
pressure, and vorticity 
from predicted values.

Cyclonic vorticity 
>2 × 10–5 s–1; 
eliminate track 
segments 
where center 
is over terrain 
>100 m while 
total displacement 
as tracked is 
<1300 km

Terrain algorithm 
retains mobile 
disturbances 
while eliminating 
slow-moving oro-
graphic artifacts.
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Code Group Literature
Metric 
used

Storm 
intensity 
measures

Data 
transformation, 

filtering/
smoothing

Storm 
identification 

criteria
Storm tracking 

procedure

Elimination 
criteria used 
(cyclones are 

excluded if . . .)
Other 

remarks

20 Wernli/
Sprenger

Wernli und 
Schwierz 
(2006)

SLP Core P; differ-
ence between 
core P and P of 
outermost closed 
contour; min core 
P along cyclone 
track

None Min SLP; min is 
only considered 
as a cyclone if it is 
surrounded by at 
least one closed 
SLP contour whose 
value is 0.5 hPa 
higher than the SLP 
min (comparison to 
neighboring points, 
followed by search 
of outermost closed 
contour).

Previous displacement 
is used as first guess 
for next displacement 
(multiplied by 0.75 to 
account for typical 
slow down of cyclone 
propagation). New 
features are 1) that 
candidate closest to first 
guess is chosen within 
rectangle stretched 
along propagation direc-
tion (previously within 
circle), and 2) tracking 
can “jump” over one or 
two time steps where no 
cyclone has been found. 
This accounts for the 
fact that cyclone identi-
fication is rather strict 
(requesting a closed SLP 
contour).

No closed 
contour around 
P min

 

21 Inatsu Inatsu 
(2009)

850-hPa 
relative 
vorticity

Max of 850-hPa 
relative vorticity 
in the enclosed 
area

None Spatiotemporal 
neighboring

Spatiotemporal 
neighboring

Relative vortic-
ity at 850 hPa 
<50 × 10–6 s–1; 
enclosed area 
<20,000 km2; tem-
poral neighboring 
<10,000 km2 area 
overlapping  

 

22 Akperov/
Bardin/
Mokhov

Bardin and 
Polonsky 
(2005); 
Akperov 
et al. (2007)

SLP Area (within the 
outer enclosing 
contour); min 
SLP; depth (differ-
ence of values at 
center and outer 
contour); mean 
depth

Grid triangulation Area within the max 
closed SLP (or geo-
potential) contour 
around a cyclonic 
center (SLP/Z1000 
min) without any 
other cyclonic 
center

Nearest-neighbor’s 
method. Max distance 
between two consecu-
tive 6-h steps ≤ 800 km.

Difference of 
min SLP and 
surrounding 
gridpoint values 
≤ 1 hPa. Polar 
lat 80°–90° 
and tropical lat 
0°–20°; terrain 
height >1000 m
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SUPPLEMENT B: METHOD OF TRACK-TO-TRACK COMPARISON.

First, the spatiotemporal distances between all cyclone trajectories in the two datasets are estimated. The trajectory of a cyclone in the first dataset is 
given by {x1(a1), y1(a1), t1(a1)} with the positions and times for the time steps a1 = 1, . . . , A1 during the total lifetime A1. The trajectory in the second dataset 
is {x2(a2), y2(a2), t2(a2)} of age a2 = 1, . . . , A2. For these two tracks we define the spatiotemporal distance D12 as 

 

the individual variances of the trajectories σ1 and σ2 and the variance σ12 of both trajectories given by 

 

Here α and β are weights for the spatial and temporal distances, which are fixed by β = U2α using the synoptic speed U = 10 m s–1 and α = 1. The internal 
variances σ1 and σ2 are determined in the same way as σ12, but with identical paths. Please note that the spatial distances are calculated along great circles. 
The spatiotemporal distance is then used to measure the agreement between two datasets. For each given trajectory of one dataset the trajectories of the 
other dataset are scanned to find the one with the smallest distance. Only if these two trajectories have a minimum distance D12 < 2 are they counted as 
identical tracks (N being the sum of identical tracks). The agreement between the datasets is given by p = N/N1, with N1 being the number of cyclones of the 
dataset with fewer cyclones. To give an example for the selected threshold of D12 = 2, moving the tracks of a method (M15) by one grid point to the north 
will result in an agreement level of 98%. More details of the track-by-track comparison approach are given in Blender and Schubert (2000).
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